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Allflex Livestock Intelligence is the world leader 
in the design, manufacture, and delivery of 
solutions for animal identification, monitoring 
and traceability. Our solutions are trusted by 
farmers to help manage millions of animals 
worldwide, while our experienced office and 
field-based customer support team provide 
farmers with a best-in-class technical service. 

Stock Management Solutions

The Allflex Alligator stock management 
system helps sheep farmers to optimise the 
management of stock and value of labour – two 
of the farm’s greatest assets. 

Alligator aluminium mobile yards make 
routine everyday jobs quicker to complete 
and minimises livestock movements, avoiding 
any potential negative impacts on productivity. 
Furthermore, it turns these everyday tasks 
into a single-person job which maximising the 
efficiency of their business.

Our technical team are available to discuss any 
of the products in this brochure to help you 
understand how they operate and what level 
of compatibility they have with other products. 
We can also provide any training you may 
require, so you can get the most out of your 
Allflex products. 

 

New team / 
customer service 

staff photo to come

It’s easy to order your Allflex 
products locally.
Allflex are proud partners with a nationwide network of over 700 trade partners and agricultural 
merchants stocking our products, finding Allflex's high quality range of livestock solutions couldn't 
be more convenient.

Whether you’re looking for general farm management solutions or individual products like 
identification tags, all our stockists have the knowledge to help and advise you on our complete 
product range - just ask for Allflex by name!

To find your nearest stockist please visit: 
shop.allflex.co.uk/allflex-stockists

Terms & Conditions: Please note, due to our commitment to continual product development products may vary from those 
illustrated. Colours and product specifications may vary, use as a guide only. Products and product options are subject to change. 
Further terms and conditions apply for all warranties (full details available upon request). 
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Don’t just work hard, work smart. This saying, 
employed widely across many business 
sectors, is of primary relevance to sheep 
farmers looking to improve the bottom line of 
their business.

Farmers know, however, that the application 
of this saying is far more challenging than they 
would prefer. 

For sheep farmers, many of whom juggle several 
flocks spread over large areas, often on split sites 
and usually away from the yard, smart work is 
indeed hard work. But in challenging situations 
efficient systems can offer assistance. 

It is no-longer necessary to take the sheep to the 
yard to use fixed pens. Instead, the stock person 
can take the mobile yard to the sheep, reducing 
the time and cost of carrying out routine tasks 
on the stock. Alligator, like other mobile sheep 
handling systems, makes it not just possible 
but practical to carry out a raft of management 
tasks including dosing, drenching, dagging, foot 

bathing, shearing, tagging or weighing in the 
field.

Recognising the diversity of British sheep 
farming, no two Alligator units are the same, 
each system can be tailored to your everyday 
needs. And because it’s modular, it adapts from 
day-to-day, ready for the tasks in hand.

The whole system incorporates an integral 
trailer which can be towed by car, 4x4 or quad 
bike. Its super-strong lightweight construction 
is designed to be erected, used and packed away 
by one person, without assistance. All hurdles, 
gates and components are constructed from 
high quality aluminium which are tough and 
incredibly light.

Mobile sheep handling systems make handling 
sheep more practical and less of a chore – 
meaning it can be done more often, improving 
stock management and productivity. 

When used together with compatible weighing 
equipment, such as Gallagher, Alligator systems 
provide a simple and efficient way of monitoring 
and managing the weight of stock. This concise 
monitoring of weight can have a further impact 
on the efficiency, and ultimate profitability, of 
the farm.

Keeping an accurate record of weight can allow 
farmers to better understand and manage 
growth rate, identify under performing animals, 
and most importantly finish stock at the 
optimum time. 

Gallagher, in conjunction with Allflex, have 
developed a weigh platform which fits into the 
Alligator’s race allowing the farmer to mobilise 
the task of weighing stock. When it comes 
to drawing lambs for market, Alligator and 
Gallagher, together, are invaluable.

The top of the range Gallagher indicators can be 
used in conjunction with Alligator and electronic 
identification (EID) to produce a variety of data 
in the field. They can automatically calculate 
weight gain, (either as total gain or DLWG), 
and will store multiple weighing sessions and 
records. Once back in the farm office, the 
operator can upload records and statistics to a 
personal computer for analysis and archiving.

Efficient sheep handling 
for effective farm 
management
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The Alligator mobile sheep handling range is 
available via our extensive merchant network. 
The Allflex dedicated sales team offer product 
training, on farm demonstrations, and advice 
to help tailor a system to your specific needs, 
speak to your trade merchant for more 
information.

Alligator Pro
The Alligator Pro series utilises all the features of 
the original Alligator, but adds the capability to 
manage more sheep (250 - 750) and undertake 
more husbandry tasks. Alligator hurdles have 
an easy grip design to make their movement 
around the farm more comfortable.

Take the pens to the sheep not the 
sheep to the pens
The Alligator sheep handling system will efficiently save time on farm, 
reduce the stress of your livestock, and help improve biosecurity.

Alligator is a trusted, all-rounded sheep 
handling system which has been helping British 
farmers for over three decades. Constructed 
from strong, lightweight aluminium, the 
system is modular, engineered for strength 
and designed to be fully mobile. It is easily 
erected by just one person, and very straight 
forward to use which makes farming large areas 
and split sites much less challenging.

Whether you require a system to manage a 
small flock of 10 sheep, something larger that 
will handle 200+ sheep or anything in between, 
there's an Alligator system to suit your needs.

The Alligator system is:

Mobile 
Alligator is a fully 
integrated road 

legal and 
RDW/VCA 
approved 

handling system

Durable 
Alligator is 

produced with 
high grade 

aluminium and 
galvanized steel 
and is designed 
and built to the 
highest quality

Versatile
 Totally modular 
and reconfigured 

in minutes, 
Alligator is an 

ideal solution to 
remote sheep 

handling

Easy to use 
Alligator is 

exceptionally 
easy to use, even 
single-handedly 

Cost
effective 
Built to last 
saving time 
and money

Choose a system that's 
right for you

WARRANTY
2 YEAR

All Alligator products come 
with a 2 year warranty. 

Terms and Conditions apply.
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If your farm is in need of a stock management solution but you are ineligible for a grant, then the 
new Alligator Pro SK has been designed just for you. 

Key Features:

   The Alligator Pro SK 
(Handles 150-200 sheep) 

  15 x 5ft Aluminium Hurdles
   3 x Support Posts
  Trailer
   Alligator Pro Manual Winch
   10ft x 18” - 3 Way Drafting Race 
which includes 2 x Guillotine Gates

  Lighting Boards
  Ropes & Straps

The NEW Alligator Pro SK 
Everything you need to get started.

Alligator Pro SK
Part code: 850240PROSK 
For handling up to 200 sheep

This affordable aluminium Starter Kit (SK) has all 
the components you need to get underway with 
making stock management easy and efficient. 
The Kit has been carefully compiled to grow with 
your farm - simply add on extra components 
over time to suit your needs and budget.

Key Features:
   4 x 5ft barred hurdles
   4 x 5ft sheeted hurdles
   1 x forcing gate
   1 x guillotine gate
   1 x 18" spreader
  6 x spare pins

Alligator 10 (Sheep)
Smallholder Mini (Non-Trailer) System
Part code: 850301

For handling less than 10 sheep

Optional Extras: 
   Weigh Kit - Part code: 850170
   Footbath - Part code: 850060
   Anti Backing Gate - Part code: 850042
   Shearing Pen - Part code: 850040
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The 5ft hurdles are fully 
compatible with original 
Alligator systems.

13" wheels provide greater 
stability and ground 
clearance particularly over 
rough terrain.

Galvanised 
mudguards have been 
re-designed making 
them stronger and 
more durable.

For a fully integrated 
handling and weighing 
system add a weigh kit, 
weigh indicator.

You can easily add a footbath 
and shearing pen.

Choose either a manual or 
an electric winch for easy 
lowering and lifting.

Heavy duty suspension 
chains and couplings  
with corrosion free 
compression springs.

Vertical struts improve 
stability and lessen the 
risk of damage when 
animals lean against the 
hurdles.

Rounded corners on the 
base of each hurdle reduce 
drag across the ground 
making system setup easier 
and quicker.

‘Easy Grip’ design 
provides greater 
comfort when 
carrying hurdles.  

Hurdle design ensures 
the welfare of animals 
moving throughout the 
system.

Features and Benefits Alligator Pro250 (Sheep)
Part code: 850250PROM
 
For handling up to 250 sheep

Key Features:
   Trailer c/w 3 way drafting race
   2 x drop/guillotine gates
   24 x 5ft hurdles
   1 x 10ft x 33" wide dosing race 
(4 x 5ft Sheeted hurdles 1 x 33" spreader 
and 1 x 33" spreader gate)

   1 x 5ft forcing gate
   4 x half posts
   1 x 4 way & 1 x 2 way connector
   4 x spare pins
  1 x manual winch
  1 x lighting board set front | rear
  1 x ROAD LEGAL CERTIFICATE

Optional Extras: 
   Electric Winch - Part code: 850058E
   Weigh Kit - Part code: 850170
   Footbath - Part code: 850060
   Anti Backing Gate - Part code: 850042
   Shearing Pen - Part code: 850040
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Alligator Pro500 (Sheep)
Part code: 850500PROM

For handling up to 500 sheep

Key Features:
   Trailer c/w 3 way drafting race
   2 x drop/guillotine gates
   30 x 5ft hurdles
   1 x 15ft x 33" wide dosing race 
(6 x 5’ sheeted hurdles 2 x 33" spreaders  
1 x 33" spreader gate )

   1 x 5ft forcing gate
   6 x half posts
   1 x 4 way & 1 x 2 way connector
   4 x spare pins
  1 x manual winch
  1 x lighting board set front | rear
  1 x ROAD LEGAL CERTIFICATE

Alligator Pro750 (Sheep)
Part code: 850750PROM

For handling up to 750 sheep

Optional Extras: 
   Electric Winch - Part code: 850058E
   Weigh Kit - Part code: 850170
   Footbath - Part code: 850060
   Anti Backing Gate - Part code: 850042
   Shearing Pen - Part code: 850040

Key Features:
   Trailer c/w 3 way drafting race
   2 x drop/guillotine gates
   36 x 5ft hurdles
   1 x 15ft x 33" wide dosing race 
(6 x 5ft sheeted hurdles 2 x 33" spreaders  
1 x 33" spreader gate )

   1 x 5ft forcing gate
   8 x half posts
   1 x 4 way & 1 x 2 way connector
   4 x spare pins
  1 x manual winch
  1 x lighting board set front | rear
  1 x ROAD LEGAL CERTIFICATE

Optional Extras: 
   Electric Winch - Part code: 850058E
   Weigh Kit - Part code: 850170
   Footbath - Part code: 850060
   Anti Backing Gate - Part code: 850042
   Shearing Pen - Part code: 850040
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Weigh Kit
Part code: 850170

To include:
Alligator Aluminium Weigh Tray - Part code: 850066
Single Gallagher 1000mm Loadbar - Part code: 028665-B    
Alligator Middle Gate - Part code: 850146  

Key Features:
   The inclusion of a middle gate quickly 
converts the Alligator’s race into a very cost 
effective functioning weigh crate

   An aluminium platform with a Gallagher 
loadbar fits snuggly in the race which then 
can be connected to a digital weigh head (EID 
available – Gallagher’s TW-1)

   Use the three-way drafting at the front of 
the race to draft animals on weight or any 
other criteria you may have

   When the weighing platform is not in use 
easily remove from the back of the race until 
needed next time

“We never have to bring the sheep back to the farm, Alligator is a big 
help with timely jobs and stands up to anything we throw at it.”
Ceri & Phil Rundle - Bwlch Isaf, Bodfari, Denbigh, North Wales

Alligator Pro Manual Winch
Special Order Product

Alligator Pro Electric Winch
Part code: 850058E

 Alligator Manual and Electric Winches 
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Footbath
Part code: 850060

Alligator Anti-Backing Gate
Part code: 850042

Alligator Side Plates
Part code: 850044

Shearing Pen Wall
Part code: 850040

Key Features:
   1 x shearing pen wall and shearing plant 
standard

   Fastens onto the race, complete with spring 
loaded gate, shearing plant stand

   Made from double-welded, high-grade 
aluminium
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Forcing Gate
Part code: 850032

33" Spreader Frame
Part code: 850030

Guillotine Gate
Part code: 850034

Barred Hurdle
Part code: 850000

Sheeted Hurdle
Part code: 850002

33" Spreader Frame with 
Forcing Gate
Part code: 850036

Spare Pins
Part code: 850018

Drop Gate -  
High Barred
Part code: 850046

(Barred Hurdle shown supported with outrigger 
leg - not included)

Forcing Pen
Part code: 850264

10’ Wide Dosing Race Kit
Part code: 850260

10’ Narrow Dosing Race Kit
Part code: 850262

Key Features:
   4 x 5ft barred hurdles
  1 x forcing gate

Key Features:
   4 x 5ft sheeted hurdles
  1 x 33" spreader
  1 x 33" spreader gate

Key Features:
   4 x 5ft sheeted hurdles
  1 x 18" spreader
  1 x 18" spreader to suit a drop gate
  1 x barred drop gate 

 (Shown 
supported with 
18" Spreader To 
Suit Drop Gate - 
not included)



This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease in animals. For the diagnosis, treatment, cure, or prevention 
of disease in animals, you should consult your veterinarian. The accuracy of the data collected and presented through this product is not 
intended to match that of medical devices or scientific measurement devices. Copyright © 2023 Merck & Co., Inc., Rahway, NJ, USA and 
its affiliates. All rights reserved.

Allflex Livestock Intelligence
1 Greencroft Industrial Park, 
Stanley, County Durham, DH9 7YA
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